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ABSTRACT 

As part of a joint demonstntion effort involving the U.S. DeparMRnt of Energy (DOE), the U.S. 
DeparMent of Housing and Urban Development (HID), W o n  Edison Company (BECo), and the Chelsea 
Housing Authority, Oak Ridge National Laboratory ( O N )  participated in the evaluation of energy and demand 
saving retrofits for a tall residential building located in Boston The thirteen story alleleuric building underwwt 
Bindow, lighting, and control renovations in December, 1992. Annual energy consumption was reduced by 15% 
and peak demand fell by 17%. Hourly whole building consumption data were a d a b l e  for the comparison of pro- 
and ps&- oonditions and for caliiration of a DOE-2.1D simllhrion & The analysis found the window retrofit 
accounted for 90% of total energy savings and 95% of amage demand savings, due to reductions in both 
conduction and infiltration. Benefits from lighting retrofits were low in cooling months and negligible io winter 
months due to the increase in the demand for electric resistance heating which was proportional to the reduction in 
lighting capacity. Finally, the simulation model verified that heating system controls had not been used as 
intended, and that the utility rate structure would not allow cost savings from the original cvntrol strategy. Thest 
results and other interesting lessons learned are presented 
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ABSTRACT 

As part of a joint demonstration effort involving the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE?), the U.S. 
Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD), Boston Edison Company (BE&), and the Chelsea 
Housing Authority, Oak Ridge National Laboratory ( O N )  participated in the Aaluation of energy and demand 
saving retrofits for a tall residential building located in Boston. The thirteen story allelectric building underwent 
window, lighting, and control renovations in December, 1992. Annual energy consumption was reduced by 15% 
and peak demand fell by 17% Hourly whole building consumption data wzre available for the comparison of pre- 
and post- conditions and for calibration of a DOE-2.1D simulation model. The analysis found the window retrofit 
accounted for 90% of total energy savings and 95% of average demand savings, due to reductions in both 
conduction and infiltration. Benefits fiom lighting retrofits were low in cooling months and negligible in winter 
months due to the increase in the demand for electric resistance beating which was proportional to the reduction in 
lighting capacity. Finally, the simulation model verified that heating system controls had not been used as 
intended, and that the u u t y  rate structure would not allow cost savings fiom the original control strategy. These 
resuits and other interesting lessons learned are presented. 

INTRODUCTION 

m e n  energy retrofit measures are installed with little or no accounting €or possible interactions with the 
building and/or other measures. Additionally, the effects of utility rate svucture are not always adequately 
considered. As a result, expected energy and cost savings can be disappointing. As part of a joint demoasvation 
with the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development (EiUD), Bostoa Edkn Company (BECOX and the 
Chelsea Housing Authority, the Oak Ridge National Laboratory ( O W )  and the U.S. Department of Energy 
(DOE) participated in the computer modeling and subsequent evaluation of retrofits installed in the Margolis 
Apartment building, located in Chelsea, Massachusetts. By calibrating the computer models with the pn- and 
post-Wofit hourly and monthly whole-building data, the effectiveness of each retrofit measure is easily quantified. 
The computer model also provides interesting insight into energy intensive components of the building, thus 
establishing a basis for future consemtion efforts. The concepts, methods and results presented here are easily 
transfetable to other building types. 

APPROACH 

The impacts of retrofits in lightmg, window and energy management control in the Margolis building an 
analyzed. The study looks at the effectiveness of retrofits individwlfy and combined, in order to understaad 
interactions that OCN between the building and other retrofits. At the basis of this analysis is a computer model, 
using the DOE-2.lD simulation code, which is calibrated to the pre- and post-reudit conditions of the building 
using corresponding weather data for the neighboring Boston airport. Re- and post-retrofit energy use is supplied 
via hourly and monthly whole-building data 

Both the whole-building data and the results of the computer simulation provide interesting insight into the 
behavior of the building and the effectiveness of the retrofit measures. Pn- and post-retrofit utility data confirm 
actual savings of energy and corresponding costs. Hourly utility data is used to &ermine the present effkctiveness 
of the new energy management control system (EMCS) and to predid ef€kdveness based on potential 
reprogcamming. Results from simulations determine the impacts on energy and cost savings of different retrofit 
scenarios. The simulation results also provide direction for additional efforts. 

BACKGROUND 

Building Description 

The Margolis apartment building, built in 1974 and located in Chelsea, Massachusetts, is sewed by the Boston 
Edison Electric Company (BE&). The building is an allelectric, thirteen story, 150-unit residential tower. 
Lighting, window, and control retrofits occurred in December, 1992. he-retrofit annual energy consumpiion and 
peak demand were 2,174 MWh (7,418 MBtu) and 594 kW (2,027 kBtuh), respedvely, with corresponding utility 
costs of s190,Ooo. 
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The first story of the Margolis building contains carports for eleven automobiles and a main lobby with postal 
boxes. The remaining twelve floors are comprised of 142 one bedroom units and 8 two bedroom units, with a 
laundry room and an activity area on the thirteenth floor. In addition to the bedroom(s), each apartment contains a 
kitchen, living room, full bathroom, and dining area. Apartments are heated via elecVic resistance baseboard 
heaters. While a few tenants have installed small airconditioners, the majority must cool via n a h d  wntilation 
through open windows. 

Approximately 160 tenants occupy this low-income apartment building. The majority of the tenants an 
elderly and a small percentage are handicapped. The building exhibits occupancy-dependent residential profiles 
during warmer months, with peaks in consumption occurring at 9:OO am. and 500 p.m. Consumption profiles 
during colder months reflect a heatingeoergy dominated building. This variation in behavior is dot to the 
minimal amount of mechanical cooling. During the respective seaso11s. tbese profiles rarely vary on weekends and 
holidays. 

The building envelope has walls with 4" (101.6 mm) bricks on 6" (152.4 mm) concrete blocks with 2" (50.8 
mm) of rigid insulation and interior gypsum sheets for a total conductivity of 0.094 Btulhr-ft2-"F (0.534 W/m2OC). 
The roof is built-up roofing with air space and the equivalent of R-25 insulation for a total U-value of 0.036 Btulhr- 
ft*-"F (0.203 W/m2 "C). The wont pre-retrofit double-pane windows and sliding glass doors, including aluminum 
framing, had conductivities of 0.88 Bru/hr-AZ-OF (5.0 W/m20C) and 0.92 BtU/hr-ft2-OF (5.2 W/m20C), reqxdvely, 
and comprised approximately 15% of the exterior nail area. 

Prior to retrofit, the Margolis building was plagued with ventilation and infiltration problems. Tenants often 
complained about draftiness, odors, and unaimfortable temperatures in the building. Neither the supply air 
system, (designed to provide 7,000 Cfm (3,304 Us) of air to the main corridors), nor the exhaust faas, (designed to 
remove kitchen and bathroom odors), were funaooal due to filtering and motor failures. B l m  door infiltration 
diagnostics performed on a sample of apartments found that 75% of air leakage occurred through exterior walls, 
which included the windows and sliding glass doors. Additionally, elevator shafts and StairWtlIs were found to be 
sources for high amounts of infiltration.' 

Retrofit Measures 

Conservation retrofits in lighting, window and EMCS were installed in the Margolis building following the 
technical assessment of several retrofit scenarios.' Hourly and monthly utility data may be used to evaluate the 
overall effectiveness of the retrofits, however energy and demand responses may vary from year to year with 
changes in weather patterns. In order to IKlfmalize these weather effects, 'typical meteombgical year' 0 
weather data ( N O M  1993) may be used with DOE-2.ID. The simulation model also provides a means for 
determining the impacts of each retrofit by comparing the pre-retrofit collsumptjon moda to models with 
individual and total installed retrofk (Crown 1993). 

As designed, the building contained an abundance of inefficient lighting fixtures and several opportunities 
existed for interior and exterior retrofits. In each apartment incandescent lighting, with a power Iml of 0.8 W/AZ 
(8.61 W/m'), was replaced with energy efficient compact fluorescents, which reduced the power level to 0.46 W/ftz 
(4.95 W/m2). Mercury Mpor fixtures, located in carports, were replaced with high-pressure sodium fixtmes for a 
d u d o n  in power level from 0.4 WKt2 (4.30 W/m2) to 0.15 W/f12 (1.60 W/m2). 

A window retrofit was installed to reduce apartment conduction losses and infiltration levels. Original 
apartment sliding windows and doors were double-paned and had conductivities (including aluminum framing) of 
0.88 Bh&-fi2-"F (5.00 W/mz "c ) and 0.92 Bhl/hr-ftZ-OF (5.22 W/m2 "c), nspectively. Stairwell windows wen 
also double-pane sliders with an estimated total conductivity of 0.88 B t ~ h - f t ~ - ~ F  (5.00 W/m2 'T). AU of the 
sliding windows were replaced with double-pane, argon-filled windows, for a new total conductivity of 0.60 
Bt~ / l~ - f t~ -"F  (3.4 1 W/m'OC). Sliding glass doors were retrofitted with double-pane argon-filled sliding doors for a 
new conductivity of 0.49 Btu/hr-ft2-"F (2.77 W/m20C). Tenants have commented that the problems with draftiness 
have nearly disappeared after replacement of the failed windows. 

' Ventilation and infiltration study performed by Lawence Berkeley Laboratory. Contact Rick Diamond at (510) 
486-4459 for funher information. 

Assessment performed by Citizens Conservation Corporation (now EUA Citizens). Contact the authors or EUA 
Citizens (William Bartovics) at (508) 656-3502 for further information. 
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The Margolis building is heated with electric resistance baseboards controlled by tenant-adjustable 
thermostats. Due to infiltration from strong northwest winds, a polarity in temperatures existdl between 
northwest- and southeast-facing apartments. Existing apartment thermostats were replaced with new therma6tats 
conoected to an EMCS that allowed prog~ammable temperahue settings. The IKW EMCS was instailed with 
intentions of limiting daytime set points and implementing nighttime setbacks. However, due to tenant 
dissatidaction, nighttime sethacks have been disengaged. 

Energy Model Calibration 

In order to evaluate the performance of the installed retrofits, a computer model of the Marpk building 
was developed. The model was built using detailed i n f o d o n  gatbered from architectural drawings, s i d t  
reports, building diagnostics, and photograpbs. This included information on building layout and consmction, 
installed appliance and indoor/outdoor lighting capacities, infiltration and ventilation conditions, and general 
building usage. The simulations were run using actual hourly Rather data, collected at Boston's hgao 
International Airport, and results were compared to monthly utility data prior to detailed calibration. 

After the basic building characteristics were incorporated into the simulation model, a calibration process 
m a s  executed. Si@cant consumption parameters and their usage profiles were adjusted iteratively using audit 
information, existing background data on residential consumption behavior (ACEEE 1986, PG&E 1987). and 
engineering insight, until the hourly output of the model reasonably matched the actual whole-building 
consumption profile. The pre-retrofit calibration process mas divided into two components: one for the cooling 
SeaSoLl and one for the heating season. 

The cooling season calibration was performed first Because the building lacked a significant aammt of 
cooling equipment and the ventilation system was inoperable, the overall caiiimtion process was simplifie& 
Summer consumption was considered to be composed of purely occupantdriven loads, such as lighting and 
appliances. During these months, the building exhibits a tjpicaI residential dual-peak daily consumption p d e .  
Using the summer hourly profile, a model af the base consumption of the building was developed. Figure 1 (a) 
shows the hourly consumption comparison ofactual and simulated pre-retrofit data, for a week in July, 1992. 

Ln a somewhat more complicated effm the heating season model was developed using the summet model 
as the base consumption component for the building. According to site visit reports, infiltration was a major 
problem in the h4argolis building. While baschard heating capacities taken from mechanical drawing wen 
considered to be accurate, the infiltration loads on this system were di&cult to estimate. DOE-2.1D &en thnt 
options for modeling infilmtion in a large building: the Crack Method (wind-dependent), the wiad-depeaden t 
Airchange Methcd, and the constant Air-Change Method, none of which are very accurate for a building af this 
type. After several comparisons of the three methods with actual building consumption data, it was dettrrnincd 
that the building was not as sensitive to the m r d e d  wind velocity as the wind-dependent infiltration modelr had 
predicted. For this reason, tbe constant Air-change Method was selected. The pre-retrofit model shown in Figure 
1 @), for a week in Janwy, 1992, illustraes tbe comparison between actuai building behavior, the erratic wind- 
dependent Air-Change model, and the constant Air-Change model. 

The post-retrofit model did not require the detailed fioc-tuning used in the pre-re-t modd. Lightin& 
window replacement, and EMCS retrofits were quantified and implemented in the pre-retrofit model, to s i d a t e  
post-retrofit During the development of the post-retrofit model, it became evident that the newly installad EMCS 
mas not functioning amrding to specifications The EMCS FI~S originally programmed to drop the nighttime set 
point temperahues by 4 O F  (2.2OC), during the hours of 11 p.m. to 6 a.m. As shown in Figure 1 (c). when 
compared to the calibrated DOE-2.1D simuladjon with setbacks, the actual building profile does not exhibit setbadr 
behavior such as increased morning peaks and evening valleys. The DOE-2.1D post-retrofit modd without 
setbacks more closely follows the profile of phe actual building. Apparently, tenants had complained about the 
setbacks and were ovemding the EMCS. In order to prevent system damage, the setback program was disabled. 
The annual impact of the intended operation of the EMCS will be discussed later in detail. 

The d t s  of the hourly pre- and post-reuofit simulations were used to calculate electrid energy costs Due 
to the complexity of the BE& rate structure, DOE-2.1D was not capable of properly determining the energy costs 
for the Margolis building. Instead, an external routine incorporating the exact utility billing charges and rate 
schedules was developed and used to properly calculate Margolis energy costs. Actual pre- and post-reidit billing 
data were used to validate the billing model. 
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RESULTS 

Monthly Utility Profilet 

Figure 2 shows tbe actual consumption and peak demand profiles for the Margolis building, pre- and post- 
retrofit, according to monthly utility data (BECo 1993). Under the BECo rate stnrchue, peak hours OCN in June 
through September fkom 9 am. to 6 p.m., aod in October through May from 8 am. to 9 p.m. During the first nine 
months after retrofit (December 1992 - August 1993), the maximum peak de& was reduced by 41 LW (140 
kBtu/hr), and a total consumption savings of 317 MWh (1,082 MBtu) ocamed, when compared to the same 
months in 1992. While &ere is a definite decrease in energy consumption and demand for tbc first few months 
after retrofit, the full benefit of the building retrofit can not be determined until mather effeas are normalized. 
The computerized simulation model may be used to determine the weather-normalized building response to 
mfits. 

Computer Simulation 

Monthly comparisons of normalized peak and of€-peak energy consumption are presented in Figure 3 (a) for 
pre- and as-is post-retrofit conditions (without nighttime setback). In the noTmalizBd post-retrofit model, total 
annual consumption is reduced by 325 MWh (1,109 MBtu). Over 60% of these savings occut during off-peak 
hours due to the heating system relief provided by the improved indative effects of rebobt windows Togl energy 
savings are more prevalent during the heating season and reflect an average nduction in annual ammmption of 
15%. Similarly, the demand comparison for the normalized model is shown in Figure 3@). Monthly peak 
demand is reduced, on average, by 61 kW (208 kBtu/hr) and the maximum peak is reduced by 17%, 01 100 kW 
(341 kBtu/hr), in January. Demand savings are most sigruficant during colder months as retrofit windows reduce 
the demand for electric resistance heat. 

Using hourly simulation results and the 1993 BECo rate structure, monthly utility costs were estimatad for the 
weather-normalized model of the Margolis building. Annual pre-mfit utility asis wefe Sl9O,OOO, while post- 
retrofit costs were S 162.000. Figure 4 shows the monthly cost comparisons for pre- ami post-retmilt coosumption 
and demand. The total annual savhgs of 528,000 represent a 15% reduction in utility costs. 

As mentioned previously, over 60% of all energy savings occurred during djdc hours Unfortunately, 
lower off-peak rates reduce the potential for cost savings associated with a Iarge reduaion in cousumpticm. As a 
result, average avoided costs are higher for peak consumption, at 0.0668 SkWh (0.01% s/kB6u), compared to 
0.0525 S&Wh (0.0154 Wtu) for off-peak consumption. 

The annual savings in demand costs represent a 16% reduction in pre--fit levels and account for 33% of 
total utility cost savings. Demand cost savings, which are enhanced during winter months and minimized during 
the summer, reflect the S ~ C C ~ S S  af the window retrofit in reducing demand for electrid heat 

A routine in DOE-2.1D performs an analysis of energy consumption, by end- for tbe building. Table 1 
shows the pre- and post-mfi t  consumption, by component, on a per square foot of Boor area basis. Tk electric 
resistance heating system in the Margolis building constitutes nearly half of the whole-building energy 
consumption. Post-retrofit measUtes reduced space hating requirements by 2.60 k W M 2  (27.95 kWhlmz) and 
lighting consumption by 0.68 kWh/ft2 (7.31 kWh/m2). The large contribution of space heating to wholebuilding 
consumption indicates the vast potential for conservation in this area. National data on residential eDergy use 
show that multifamily buildings, in a s b i l a r  climate, consume approximately 5-6 kWh/ft2 (5444 kWhlm2) for 
space heating (EIA 1993). While space heating consumption was reduced with the retrofit, at 8.5 k W 2  (91.5 
kWh/m2), there still appears to be room for improvement. 

Thus, the contribution of the heating system to building consumption is quite large. In searching for cost 
effective conservation measures, one should examine the potential impacts of the candidate retrofits on the affected 
building load (in this case heating), which is the major source of the building's &d for electricity. Table 2 
lists the effects on heating load of each of the retrofits considered for the Margdis building. Notice that the 
window retrofit has the largest impact on the reduction of the heating load, while the lighting retrodit acntaIly has a 
negative impact. Reprogramming setbacks will reduce the overall demand for heat from the building's baseboard 
heaters. 
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The effects of individual and combined retrofits were examined on a monthly basis, to understand interaction 
effects with the building and with each other. The results of tbese ~ l l s  an presented in Figures 5 and 6 and 
summarized in Table 3, for consumption and demand savings respectively. Note that tbesc figures represent 
savings relative to weather-normalized pre-ramfit conditions and not to actual consumption and demand values. 

Lighting Swings. Savings from lightiag retrofits, both in consumption and demand, are more prevalent 
during Summer months, when a heating demand is virtually nonexistent. Peak savings in lighting consumption 
occufs in July, at 5.6 MWh (19 MBtu), or 69% of July pre-retrofit consumption. Similarly, peak &maml in July is 
reduced by 10.5 kW (35.7 kBhVhr), a 6.5% reduction. The results show that during colder mnths the portion of 
the beating demand previously met by tbe Lighting u s  shifted to tbe eledric tesistance basebirds. This shiA was 
large enough to significantly reduce tbe amsetvation benefits gained from the lighting reductioa. A study on 
lighting retrofits f o d  similar results: shdfdominated buildings in colder climates experience an increase in 
heating requirements with certain lighting mnsexvation measures, (Hi- 1992). 

Window Savings. The consumption and demand savings from the window retrofit were large, as conduction 
and infiltration losses were reduced, resulting in the reduction in demand for electric resistance beat Savings are 
strongest in January, at 51 MWb (174 MBm' and 98 kW (334 kBtu/hr). These savings refleu 16% reductions in 
both consumption and demand during tbe mth of Janllary. 

As is Post-Refrofit Savings. Recall thas presently, the Eh4CS is not being utilized for implementing setback 
temperatures. Actual post-retrofit savings d;ue to window and lighting measuns, alone, are nearly the sum of the 
individual retrofits. Maximum monthly consumption and demand savings for the post-retrofit modtl occur in 
January. Including lighting and window retrofits, these savings are 52.3 MWh (178 MBtn) and 100 kW (341 
Wtu/hr), or 17% of pre-moiit consumpticllai and demand. The window retrofit supplies the majority of the total 
consumption and demand savings, at 8% arad 99%. respectiVey. 

Additional Savings with Serbacks. A weather-nonnalized modd was run to determine additional benefits 
and/or penalties associated with resuming temperature setbacks at night. The largest savings in camption 
occurs during the winter months, as demand €or nighttime heating is reduced with the setbacks. Additional annual 
savings in energy Over existing post-retrofitt conditions are nearly 32 Mwh (109 MBtu). Thc model shows that 
peak demand would most probably increase if the setbacks are implemented as designed. "lis is the tesult of an 
increase in the morning demand for space heat ocauringat &end of the setback period 

Billing Cost Savings. Table 4 Summanizes measure costs, annual utility costs and simple payback for the 
retrofit scenarios examined. The utility cost savings, according to the 1993 BECO rate strucmc, are redeaive of 
the consumption and demand savings discus& above. The total annual cost savings of the mfi& as 
implemented, are $28,000, with a simple payback of 13.2 years. The window retrofit provides the majority of the 
utility cost reduction, at $25,400, and has the lowest payback period of 7.5 years. Replacement lighting only saves 
approximately $2,550 annually, with a larger paytack of 9.2 years. If the EMCS was to be nengaged, cost 
savings would fall to $25,490 and the payback period would increase to 14.7 years. This occurs because as the 
designed temperature setbacks are implernepated, the rate suucture is such that cost benefits arc negative, based on 
the nature of the adjusted consumption andi demand profiles. It may be possible to minimite this problem with 
a d b l  programming of setbacks, in order to reduce consumption spikes during the utility's on-peak period. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Whole-building consumption data and Qomputer simulation models proved to be effective tools for evaluating 
the success of energy conservation retrofits in the Margolis Apartmen! building, a multi-family residential tower. 
Lighting, window and thermostat control Wofits were analyzed to determine individual and combined energy, 
demand, and utility cost savings. The mexbds f o l l o d  in the study are easily transferable to other residential and 
commercial building types. 

The analysis followed several basic steps. First was the development of tbe DOE-2.1D simulation model, 
which was calibrated using hourly and moia&ly consumption data for tbe building and local hourly weather data. 
Second, utility costs for the calibrated simulation results were calculated using the 1993 utility rate struchrre. 
Simulations and corresponding costs were m for -fit scenarios awxing individual and combined installations. 
The results of the simulations were then used to evaluate the etrediveness of the retro&s, as installed, by 
examining the building loads and consumption levels on a percomponent basis, and through side-by-side 
consumption comparison of the Merent scenarios. 
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The post-retrofit annual energy reduction for the Margobs building was calculated to be nearly 325 h4Wh, 
(1,109 MBtu) with a peak demand savings of 100 kW (341 kBtu/hr). These Saviogs result in annual utility bill 
cost savings of $28,000. Most of the energy and cost savings occur during winter months, as the demand on the 
electric resistance heating system is reduce& 

The majority of the energy and cost savings was at t r i ied to the installation of insulative windows throughout 
the building. Worn double-pane windows and sliding glan doors were replaced with new double-pane argon filled 
windows and doors. The energy and demand savings, accompanying window replacement, were calculated to be 
291 MWh (993 MJ3tu) and 98 kW (334 kBtu/hr). CotTesponding annual energy cost savings wece over S25,OOO. 
Weatherization of the building decreases the demand on tbe electric-resistance healing system, which is the largest 
consumer of energy in the building. 

Lighting retrofits produced some savings in energy but little savings in peak demand. The replacement of the 
original incandescent lighting in the aparlments with reduced-wattage fluorescent fixtures produced an estimated 
annual energy savings of 3 1 MWh (106 MBtu) and demand savings of only 1 kW (3 kBhr/br). Energy savings 
were reduced because the space heating supplied by the old ligbts decreased after the retrofit and had to be 
supplemented by the electric-resistance heating system. Tbe interadion of lighting retrofits with building heating 
and/or -ling systems must always be considered. In this study, heating energy penalties were significant for the 
electrically heated building located in the Boston climate. 

The Margolis building rehabilitation also included tbe installation of an energy management control system 
(EMCS). The EMCS was programmed to implement a nighttime setback of 4°F (2.2OC), during colder months. 
The study found that the setbacks were not used and thus anticipated energy savings were not reahxi. If the 
setbaclrs were to be implemented, additional annual energy savings cwld be 32 MWh (109 MBtu). Notably 
though, peak demand is expected to iocreasc, by nearly 40 kW (136 kBtu/hr), due to the incrtasc in space heating 
demand in the morning hours after set points are returned to their original values. The resulting overall cost 
savings €tom the EMCS were negative for several strategies that were examined, including the design stratem of 
setback of 4OF &om 11 pm. to 6 am. 
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Figure 1. (a) Pre-retrofit comparison of DOE-2.1D and whole-building hourly data, July 1992 
@) Comparison of Air-Change metbod hourly consumption models with adual data, January 

(c) Comparison of actual building coasumption and DOE-2 wn-setback (as-is) model 
1992 

with DOE-2.1D setback model, on an bourly basis, January 1992 

Figure 2. Peak and off-peak consumption profiles for Margotis building, from monw utility bills, 
(BE& 1993) 

Figure 3. (a) Normalized monthly on+ and off-peak consumption, pre- and post-re&& 
(b) Normalized monthly peak demand, pre- and post-retrofit 

Figure 4. Monthly consumption and demand costs, pre- and post-retrofit, for normaked modcl 

Figure 5. Building electrical consumption savings of retrofit models relative to pre-retrofit conditions 

Figure 6. Building electrical peak demand savings of retrofit models relative to pre-mofit conditions 
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Figure 3 (a) 
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Table 1. Components of energy consumption for the Margolis building, as determined by normalized 
simulation model 

Table 2. Reduction in annual heating load by retrofit scenario 

Table 3. Summary of annual consumption and demand for the Margolis building 

Table 4. Summary of measure costs, utility costs and simple payback for the Margolis building 



Table 1 

CanQaaCa k M 2 M .  oruUm23r) kWli21yr, (kWm2&) 
sprccHerting 11.10 (119.32) 8.54 (91.81) 

*coding 0.04 (0.43) 0.04 (0.43) 

Daaatie Ha W.ta  2.07 (22.24) 2.06 (2214) 

3.65 (39.24) 

0.695 (7.46) 

2.97 (31.93) 

0.695 (7.46) 



Table 2 



Table 3 

P a t -  WI EMCS 



Table 4 

Lighting 23.500 181,330 2,JSO 9.2 
(1.2%) 

*Includes cost of installed EMCS, at S 156,500 
**The simple payback does not include the effects of escalating energy costs, interest rates, inflation or tax rates 

DISCLAIMER 

This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an agency of the United States 
Government. Neither the United States Government nor any agency thareof, nor any of their 
employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or assumes any legal liability or responsi- 
bility for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any information, apparatus, product, or 
process disclosed, or represents that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. Refer- 
ence herein to any specific commercial product, process, or service by trade name, trademark, 
manufacturer, or otherwise does not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recom- 
mendation, or favoring by the United States Government or any agency thereof. The views 
and opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessarily state or reflect those of the 
United States Government or any agency thereof. 


